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Cote d’Est, as the name suggests, comes from vineyards planted on 
the gentle slopes facing the Mediterranean just a few kilometers in-

land from the sea. This is a lively blend of Grenache Blanc with 
smaller percentages of chardonnay and Marsanne. Floral and aro-

matic, it is an excellent example of the open and friendly whites you 
can find all along the Catalan coast from Perpignan to the Penedes 

 

90 Points - Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate  

Bastide Miraflors is a Cotes du Roussillon and a blend of 70% 
Syrah and 30% Grenache, with the Grenache aged in concrete 
tanks and the Syrah in 500-liter demi-muids. LaFage makes 

more expensive wines than this, but certainly excels with their 
value line up. Cotes Catalanes is deep, ruby/plum/purple, 

with fresh notes of black currants, plums, Provencal herbs as 
well as licorice. Deep, medium to full-bodied, with amazing 
fruit, the purity, authenticity and Mediterranean upbringing 

of this wine are obvious. 

  92 Points - Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate  
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The 2014 Tessellae Old Vines is a blend of 50% Grenache, 
40% Syrah and 10% Mourvedre, all aged in concrete. 

Coming from 70-year-old vines planted in limestone and 
clay soils producing A delicious, dense ruby wine with 

notes of red and black cherries, earth, spice, pepper and a 
touch of Provencal Garrigue.  

 

 90 Points - Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate  

 

Cuvee Centenaire takes its name from the 100 year-old vines of Grenache 
Blanc and Gris Jean-Marc Lafage farms just a few kilometers from the Medi-
terranean on gravelly clay soils. The final wine blends these ancient grapes 

with up to 20% younger vine Rousanne. To make a wine that is both rich and 
balanced the grapes are harvested in two passes, the first when they just reach 

ripeness and are still high in acidity and a second pass when the grapes are 
fully ripe with rich fruit flavors. The wine is then aged in a combination tank 

and new French oak barrels.  

 

90-92  Points - Wine Advocate 
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The 2014 Hazana Vinas Viejas is simply one of the 
greatest values in Rioja that money can buy. A blend of 
85% Tempranillo and 15% Graciano, this collaboration 

between importer Eric Solomon and the owner and 
winemaker has produced an absolutely amazing Rioja 
from 45 to 70 year old unirrigated, head-pruned vines.  
 

 92 Points - Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate  

A custom cuvee by importer Eric Solomon and a blend 
of 100% Chardonnay that comes from two separate 

vineyards, this Cotes Catalanes is aged three months 
(on Voigner lees) in a combination of Burgundy barrels 

and stainless steel. Exotic and perfumed, with ample 
white peach, crème, brioche and subtle nuttiness, it 
flows onto the palate with a medium-to-full body.  

 

90 Points- Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate  
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A blend of mostly Grenache Blanc, with 20% Roussanne, the 2015 
Cotes du Roussillon Vieilles Vignes has exotic, vibrant notes of lime, 
apple peel and mint to go with a racy, saliva-inducing style on the 
palate. Drink this clean, crisp white on release and over the follow-

ing year or so.  

 

 89-91 Points - Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate  

 

The 2015 Grayson Cellars Chardonnay is brilliantly ripe and shows 
bright, brisk acidity and good minerality with notes of pineapple 
and apricot. The palate offers green apple fruit with a crisp finish 

showing gentle hints of apple pie and vanilla flavors.  

 

 98 Points - “Best In Class” CA State Fair 


